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Message from the Chair
The time has flown by so quickly. It is now four years since becoming the stand-alone Historic Places
Manawatu-Horowhenua and it is pleasing to note we are still highly regarded as a local organization.
Councils look to us to speak on behalf of heritage in this region. Over the past six months we have
worked on the adding to Horowhenua’s heritage listings – more places to gain legal protection.
Shortly our committee will be making comment on the Palmerston North City Council’s Heritage
Strategy. We should feel proud of the respect given to our contributions.
We can never cease to be surprised at the heritage our region offers. Our recent work on nominations
to the Horowhenua District Council has found diversity over and above the usual grand houses. Who
would have thought historic places could also be a cemetery tomb, a takeaway joint, a prison camp or
a flood wall?
Our committee has also worked on offering activities for our members, and is always open to
suggestions as to places we could visit. It needn’t be expensive and the charms of an afternoon out for
tea have been noted. There are many places within easy reach of Manawatu, possibilities that we
could consider in the coming months. We will keep you posted as to upcoming events, and thank you
for your continuing support.
Cindy Lilburn
Chairwoman

Massey University’s Sir Geoffrey Peren Building – and the future of the
Refectory Building
On 20 February 25 members of Historic Places Manawatu-Horowhenua enjoyed a preliminary tour of
Massey University’s magnificently refurbished Sir Geoffrey Peren Building (better known to many on
the tour as the ‘Old Main Building’). Massey also arranged for Tiritea, formerly the ViceChancellor’s residence, to be opened up. An external viewing of the Refectory Building pointed to
future re-development there.
The visit to the Sir Geoffrey Peren building introduced our members to the elegantly restored
structure, some parts of which are now closer to its original form than they have been for many
decades. The building was designed by architect Roy Lippincott, whose minute attention to the detail
of the building was apparent to those who went back to the original drawings in the University
archives. Officially opened in April 1931as the main science block of Massey College, the building
originally contained several laboratories, as well as teaching rooms, staff studies, the main library, and
an assembly hall, then used for graduation ceremonies among other special occasions. Since Massey
became a separate university in the 1960s, the building has provided a base for extramural studies
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(now located elsewhere) and for the humanities disciplines, which still enjoy this beautiful historic
building. Some members of our group had a previous association with the building in one of its earlier
incarnations.

The original science building under construction c.1927. Photo: Massey University Archives

What many remembered as the ‘Auditorium’, with tiered seating that was installed in the early 1960s,
and a proscenium arch and stage installed in the 1977-80 upgrade, is once again an assembly hall with
balcony. The original windows have been reinstalled and the beautiful plasterwork restored. The
corridors and stairs, enclosed in the 1970s redevelopment, have been opened up in a way that hugely
enhances the gracious internal proportions of the building. The staff common room, for decades in a
dark corner of the entrance level, has been relocated to the top floor overlooking the city. There is
now a lift going down to level one (‘the basement’), and Sir Geoffrey Peren’s original office has been
restored to something approaching its original proportions (with a couple of emeritus professors
ensconced there, perhaps to provide an impression of
historical continuity – or maybe just contemporary
gravitas, since, unlike most of the early inhabitants of
the building they are currently female, and they use
computers!) Alongside the historical reference points,
there are lecture theatres with modern technology, a new
drama lab, and teleconferencing facilities. Our group
was interested to observe the internal signs of the
earthquake strengthening that was undertaken, and to
hear from Associate Professor Kerry Taylor, who hosted
our visit, why some forms of earthquake strengthening
were more appropriate to the site and structure of the
building than others.
The Old Main Building in the late 1960s, before the top floor was filled in. Massey University Archives

Massey University is now trying to raise funds for a refurbishment of the original Refectory Building,
also a Lippincott design, and a Category II historic building. It has been out of use for four years, as it
is badly in need of repair and earthquake strengthening. Whereas the Sir Geoffrey Peren building
redevelopment was able to draw upon University resources in the form of government and student
levy funding because it is primarily a space for teaching and research, the proposed functions of the
refurbished Refectory will make it more reliant more on external fundraising. At its core will be a
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two-story dining room with mezzanine able to seat 100+, which will provide a social centre for the
University and a space able to be utilised for community functions. The Massey Foundation has a
fundraising target of $5.2m, of which some $2m is currently pledged.

The Foundation has prepared a You Tube video on the refurbishment which you can view at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dgibDcVATLE
Should you wish to assist, the campaign, or to ask further questions, you can contact Margaret Belich
(m.belich@massey.ac.nz, ph +64 21667-830), or Mitch Murdoch (m.a.murdoch@massey.ac.nz, ph.
64 21 423 668

This photograph taken at the farewell to Principal Geoffrey Peren, shows the dining room at Massey’s Refectory Building
before another floor was put in. It shows the potential of the building as a University and public social space. Photograph:
Massey University Archives

The Shannon conscientious objector camps – Margaret Tate reports upon
her research:
From 1942 to 1946 the Shannon camps housed over 250 men and were a major part of the detention
system which included two other large camps, Strathmore and Hautu in the central North Island.
In July it will be exactly seventy years since they closed. Whitaunui on the Shannon Foxton Road was
quickly demolished and the land offered for sale. The site of Paiaka on Springs Road continued to be
used by various government departments until its sale in 1973.Now only a few elderly locals can
remember much about the camps.
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Earlier this year one of the members of the Horowhenua District Council sent me copies of some
photographs of the camps which had been mounted in the Moutoa Hall .This led to some research
which resulted in a recommendation by Cindy Lilburn that the sites should be included for their
heritage value in the District Plan. Local historian Val Burr is currently completing a more detailed
study of the sites for the Council and the land owner Mrs Mary Bielski has been most helpful in
identifying remains of the buildings.
My research focussed on what is known of the detainees and their life and work in the camps. The
greatest surprise has been the notable people who spent time there. They include the brother of James
K. Baxter who with his mother Millicent visited the camp and also the brother of Sir Edmund Hilary.
Other men went on to notable careers such as Dan Long, General Secretary of the Public Service
Association, a union with 30,000 members and Rodney Kennedy who was at the centre of cultural
life in Dunedin as the long- time director of the Globe Theatre .
The other surprise has been the
number of son and daughters of
the detainees who have come
forward to talk about the effect on
their families and also to offer
photographs and other
memorabilia. These will be
preserved both the City Archives
and our own Historic Places files.
There is an article on the camps in
the forthcoming Manawatu
Journal of History but we
continue to welcome material. If
you know of anyone associated
with the Shannon camps or of any
local residents who have
memories of them please
encourage them to get in touch
with a member of our committee.

Photograph of Whitaunui camp about 1944 displayed in Moutoa Hall, Shannon Foxton Road. Source: Hocken Library.

Margaret Tate

Phone: 358-6471 Email: mtate@inspire.net.nz

Remains of a Whitaunui ablution block. January 2016
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Pomp and vows of poverty: Cindy Lilburn gives an account of our recent
Wellington bus-trip

(The Gov-Gen was away, so Cindy posed with the
next best thing at Government House!)

You can’t beat Wellington on a good day.
Historic Places members were treated to a
dry if nippy day out on Tuesday 17th May for
our bus-trip to Wellington.
Our morning stop was to Government
House, built about 1910 in Newtown. It
began with an excellent introduction at their
Visitor Centre to the role of the GovernorGeneral and its previous incumbents. This
included a slide show in the oldest surviving
squash court in New Zealand, installed by
the Earl of Liverpool, a keen player, in the
1910s.
Government House is the official residence
of the Governor-General, so only the state
rooms on the ground floor are open to the
public. These rooms: hall, dining room,
drawing room, ballroom and others represent New Zealand to overseas dignitaries. They feature a
wealth of antiques and historic New Zealand artworks, mixed with a selection of modern New
Zealand art and studio pottery. So much to see and appreciate! Most popular among our members
were the tapestry-backed dining chairs with crests of various New Zealand towns, Palmerston North,
Feilding and Levin included. The hall is panelled with the carved heraldic crests of each departing
Governor-General; with tongue in cheek, Dame Cath Tizard has designed a cat among pigeons for her
personal crest.
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Embroiderers from many towns completed tapestries to
cover chairs for Government House prior to a New
Zealand visit by George V. He died before the tour could
take place, but the chairs remain, including ‘the
Palmerston North chair’. Our tour group was told that
every sixth pupil from Palmerston North Girls’ High
School was permitted to do a couple of stitches!
Photograph: Pat Scrivens

A short detour to the garden took us out of the warm to view the ‘Convicts Wall’. The site was
initially home of Wellington’s lunatic asylum, the Mountview Hospital, and this brick wall marked
the exercise yard perimeter. As well as convict arrows on the bricks, the wall has graffiti scratched in
by the inmates of the asylum in late Victorian times.
Please note that you can visit Government House without being part of an organization. Their website
offers several times a month when you can sign up to one of the twenty places available. Access is
free of charge; members on our bus-trip would highly recommend it.
Our afternoon visit was to St Gerard’s Church and Monastery, the landmark brick building above
Oriental Bay. The Church was built in 1908, and the Monastery added in 1932, both for the
Redemptorist Brothers, a branch of the Roman Catholic Church which specialized in preaching
missions. Wellington is the first church built in the name of St Gerard Majella after his canonisation;
St Gerard has become the patron saint of infertile and pregnant women, and those wishing an easy
childbirth.
The church features splendid stained glass windows made in Birmingham in the 1900s, and is open
for public worship on Sundays. The later monastery is austere inside as might be expected other than
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the brothers’ chapel with icon altar and pale pink leadlight windows. The brothers were however
blessed with spectacular views of Wellington from on high out over the city and Oriental Bay. St
Gerard’s is still very much lived in by a lay Catholic organization of missionaries, mostly from Asia.
Guided tours of the buildings are available at 2 pm Tuesdays and Saturdays.

Members of our group outside St Gerard’s.

And Cindy has also been busy leading historic walks:

A tale of two streets: a walk down Lombard and Campbell Streets
As part of the Palmerston North City Library’s Local History Week last November, Historic Places
Manawatu-Horowhenua hosted a walk around the two inner city streets, Lombard and Campbell
Streets. The two streets contain many of the oldest surviving houses in Palmerston North, but their
current condition says something about the impact of heritage policy.
The streets running parallel to Rangitikei Street: Taonui, Lombard, Campbell, Bourke and
Waldegrave Streets were developed consecutively outwards like the layers of an onion. Lombard and
Campbell Street in particular became housing for Palmerston North’s working class, renters, labourers
and widows. Walking down Lombard Street from the Featherston Street corner you may see cottages
such as numbers 7, 15 and 19 dating to as early as the 1880s, while most homes in the street pre-date
1900. Campbell Street was subdivided for housing some seven years later in 1890. The large park in
the centre marks the site of the former Campbell Street School, Palmerston North’s second public
primary school from 1890 – 1921. The addition on the front of number 48 Campbell Street was the
former home business of two lady sweet makers directly opposite the school. No doubt it did a
roaring trade among the pupils!
By the 1970s the two streets were a mix of student flats, a few long-established home owners and
intrepid first time buyers. Some of the houses were in poor condition or as one city councillor of the
time commented, nothing more than slums. In 1978 the Palmerston North City Council joined the
CHIPS scheme run by the National government to revive inner city housing throughout New Zealand
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with cheap house purchase and renovation loans. Campbell Street and later the western side only of
Lombard Street were chosen for the scheme; that side of Lombard Street closest to Rangitikei Street
and its industrial development was not. The two streets have now obviously ‘gentrified’ but to lesser
degrees. None of the houses in Lombard or Campbell Streets are protected in Palmerston North’s
District Plan.

More historic places in Horowhenua to be given legal protection
By law, District Plans must be reviewed every ten years. As part of their review, this year the
Horowhenua District Council called for the public to nominate historic buildings to be added to their
schedule of protected places. Our committee has put forward 25 places for consideration, mostly from
Foxton which by happenstance has missed having many buildings listed previously. All in all the
public nominated some 75 places [with some duplication], an encouraging statement of how much
locals value their heritage.
The council asked the public to consider the many different aspects of Horowhenua’s past, cultural,
religious, settlement, industries and agriculture. Our own list from Historic Places ManawatuHorowhenua included places as varied as Edwardian shop buildings in Foxton and Levin, the Easton
family tomb and a 1960s drive-in takeaway: the Big Tex at Foxton, the Whitaunui World War II
conscientious objectors camp near Shannon and a two kilometre long flood wall along the Manawatu
River. Not just the usual old historic houses!
The Council has chosen to concentrate their review this year on the 35 commercial buildings
nominated; they will research, assess and select those to be protected under the District Plan by this
October. Houses will be considered next year. Historic Places Manawatu-Horowhenua have been
delighted by the great public response and the diversity of places proposed. Hopefully a good number
will come eventually under the Council’s legal protection.
Cindy Lilburn

Coming up:
Our AGM is planned for September, the date to be confirmed. Notice of the meeting will be
circulated closer to the date, and we hope to share the speaker/s with the Te Manawa Museum
Society. This will be an opportunity for members to renew their subs. Please think seriously about
whether you would like to join the committee – we very much need new blood and others willing to
share the tasks!

